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KALEVALA-CAL 

MARJATTA 
Taina Tauschi 

 

    �     

 

It was but the mountain-berry 

Calling to the lonely maiden: 

"Come, O virgin, come and pluck me, 

Come and take me to thy bosom, 

Take me, tinsel-breasted virgin, 

Take me, maiden, copper-belted, 

Ere the slimy snail devours me, 

Ere the black-worm feeds upon me.” 

 (Poem 50, reference: http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/kveng/kvrune50.htm ) 

Marjatta was the youngest child in her family, beautiful and shy, and she fell pregnant by a lingonberry. Because of 

the pregnancy Marjatta was abandoned by her family and gave birth to the fatherless but handsome baby boy, in 

the middle of the forest with only the forest animals keeping her company. Väinämöinen felt that this child was a 

threat to him and wanted to kill the baby boy by drowning him in the swamp. But this child, only two weeks old, 

suddenly started to talk and claimed that Väinämöinen was to be blamed for the destiny of Aino. Väinämöinen 

realized that the child knew his secret and felt that he had faced his victor. Väinämöinen saved the life of 

Marjatta’s son who became the Karelian King.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1753125385008450&set=p.1753125385008450&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1753125385008450&set=p.1753125385008450&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1753125385008450&set=p.1753125385008450&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1753125385008450&set=p.1753125385008450&type=3
http://www.sacred-texts.com/neu/kveng/kvrune50.htm
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I was inspired by the tale of Marjatta when designing this square. I wanted to include 

the lingonberries and also the forest that felt like home to Marjatta. The eye of the 

swamp in the middle of the square glows threateningly and there is an eagle flying in 

the sky. The Eagle symbolizes the great Karelian King-to-be. 

Let’s start the journey of Marjatta. 

Marjatta    – Designed by Taina Tauschi 
About the CAL 
This crochet square pattern is a part of a Finnish crochet project. We have designed a crochet blanket based on the 

Kalevala Mythology. It has been created as a tribute to Finland's 100 years of independence. The general 

information and links to all the square patterns of the blanket can be found in the 

Kalevala CAL info post at the blog of Arteeni: www.arteeni.fi/kalevalacal-en. 

Yarn   Menita Lasse 

Colours  Petrol blue  8962 

  Olive green  9963 

  Forest green  8947 

  Magenta  8755 

  Purple   757  

 Dark grey  203 

Other equipment: Scissors, blunt needle for fastening off and securing yarn ends 

In this square, you can practice different kinds of textures and techniques made on the surface, for example chain 

loop series, front/back post double crochets and variations of them and of course, the lingonberry bubbles. This 

time I chose to make the bubbles with chains, so that the bubbles will become small enough and round like a real 

berry.  

If you are making a multi-coloured square, you can challenge yourself by crocheting with two colours at a time; you 

can check the technique for example on this video. Some of the rows are quite “busy” which means that you have 

to concentrate and count stitches. That is why I have rated the challenge level as moderately difficult and pretty 

tricky.  

 

Stitch abbreviations and explanations (US terms) 

ch   chain  

sl st   slip stitch  

sc   single crochet  

hdc   half double crochet 

dc  double crochet (yo once)                         

tr  treble crochet (yo twice)              

dtr  double treble crochet (yo 3 times)              

FPdc        front post double crochet                      

BPsc  back post single crochet 

BPhdc  back post half double crochet 

BPdc  back post double crochet  

http://www.arteeni.fi/kalevalacal-en
http://www.garnstudio.com/video.php?id=145&lang=fi
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BPdc2tog  back post 2 double crochet together 

bubble   bubble with 3 chains, see: Special 

  Stitches 

BL sl st  slip stitch in back loop of a stitch  

BL-S-sc  strengthened single crochet in back 

  loop of a stitch, see: Special Stitches 

sk  skip 

stitch (es) 

SS 

 standing stitch, 

see: Special Stitches      

 

 

Special stitches 
BL-S-sc = strengthened single crochet in back loop of a stitch: Insert hook into the back loop of the sc and the extra 

loop below the back loop of the st (also known as the “third loop”) at the same time.  

                      

Bubble, bubble with 3 chains: Insert hook into the stitch and pull (magenta) yarn through the st. Make 3 chains 

(with magenta yarn). Take (forest green) yarn onto your hook and pull it through both (magenta and forest green) 

loops. Make the next (forest green) sc quite stiff so that it supports the bubble, and make sure that the chain group 

makes a nice round bubble in front of the work. Magenta yarn runs along all the time, leaving it inside the forest 

green single crochet sts.  
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Standing stitch: slideshow here and video tutorials from YouTube here. 

 

Tips for reading the pattern 
 *-* Repeat instructions between asterisks the amount of times specified. This is normally a repeat for a complete 

side and will consist of multiple instructions. 

(…) Repeat instructions between brackets as many times as directed.  

[…] Between the square brackets there are tips and photo hints to help you through the pattern.  

 

Copyright 

This publication is protected by the Copyright Act. It is available to you free of charge. You must not modify or 

distribute the pattern. Reselling the free pattern in all forms (a whole set of instructions or a single part) is 

prohibited. Sharing the pattern is not allowed. 

 

Selling a finished product is prohibited unless otherwise agreed with the designer. If you have any plans for selling 

this Kalevala blanket, please note, that in that case you cannot use this square in your blanket. Instead feel free to 

choose any other square that doesn’t have the selling restrictions mentioned. Thank you for respecting my wishes! 

 

Marjatta - Pattern 
 

The Eye of the Swamp 

1. Round  → Take the petrol blue yarn.  

 

Make a magic ring [Magic ring], ch 1 and make 12 sc into magic ring. Tighten the magic ring and join to the 

1st sc with a sl st. [Photo 1] 

Total stitch count: 12 scs  

 

2. Round → Continue with the same yarn. 

 

Start with ch 1. Make 16 dc around the scs of previous rnd. [don’t make the dcs too tight, the centre should 

be puffy and the scs should stay inside the dcs]. Join to the 1st dc with a sl st. [Photo 2] 

If you are making a multi-colour version, cut yarn, fasten off and secure ends. 

  Total stitch count: 16 dcs 

http://www.crystalsandcrochet.com/starting-and-standing-stitches/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBp-bO2EQRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLUaywX0-WE
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Photo 1    Photo 2 

 

The Lingonberry Moors  
 

3. Round  

→ Take the olive green yarn. Make a SS hdc in any dc of previous rnd and another hdc in the same st.  

→ If you are using the same colour, start with ch 2 [= first hdc] and make another hdc in the same st.  

 

Make 2 hdc in every st. Join to the 1st hdc (or in the 2nd ch) with a sl st. [Photo 3] 

Total stitch count: 32 hdcs 

 

4. Round  

→ Take the forest green yarn. Join the yarn in the 1st hdc of any 2hdc-groups with a ch st. Ch 2, FPdc.  

→ If you are using the same colour, start with ch 2, FPdc in hdc after ch-sp. 

 
Ch 2, 1 BL-S-sc. *Ch 2, FPdc, ch 2, BL-S-sc* (repeat 14 times in total), ch 2, FPdc, ch 2. Join to the sl st of 

prev. rnd with a sc.  [Photo 4] 

Total stitch count: 16 FPdcs, 16 BL-S-scs, 32 x ch2-sps 

 

 

 

5. Round  

→ Take the olive green yarn and start with a SS hdc.  

→ If you are using the same colour, make sc in the sc you just made on prev. rnd (= 1st hdc made). [Take a look 

at the photos on ”Special stitches” in the beginning of this patterns.] 

 

*ch 3, hdc in the next sc * (repeat 15 times in total), ch 3. Join to the 1st hdc with a sl st. [Photo 5] 

Total stitch count: 16 hdcs, 16 x ch3-sps 

     

 

The Lingonberries 
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       Photo 3             Photo 4       Photo 5 

 

If you want to make the lingonberries with the magenta yarn, make this round and the next two rounds with two 

colours. In other words, continue with the forest green yarn (the moor) and take along the magenta yarn (the 

lingonberry bubbles). Keep the magenta with you all the time and make sure that it is covered by the forest green 

stitches. Making the bubbles and changing colours may feel tricky at first, but don’t get frustrated! After the first 

round you will already be an expert and the next two rounds are as easy as child’s play. See Special Stitches for the 

bubble stitch technique. Find out about the colour changing from the photos. 

 

If you are making a solid-colour square, use the same colour for the moor and the bubbles. 

 

6. Round 

→ Take the forest green yarn  → Take also along the magenta yarn. 

 

Move to the 1st ch-sp with sl st, ch 1 [does not count as st], (2 sc in ch-sp, 1 bubble in hdc) repeat 15 times 

in total, 2 sc in the last ch-sp, 1 bubble in the sl st in the beginning of the rnd. Join to the 1st sc with a sl st. 

[Photo 6] 

Total stitch count: 16 bubbles, 32 scs 

 

7. Round  

→→ Continue with both colours.  

 

Ch 1 [does not count as st] (sc, 1 bubble, 2 sc in the st on top of the berry/bubble of prev. rnd [Photo 7]) 

repeat 16 times in total. Join to the 1st sc with a sl st. [Photo 8] 

Total stitch count: 16 bubbles, 48 scs 
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       Photo 6             Photo 7       Photo 8 

8. Round  

→→ Continue with both colours. 

 

Ch 1 [does not count as st] sc in same st, (2 sc in the berry/bubble, sc, 1 bubble, sc) [Photo 9] repeat 16 

times in total, omitting the last sc. Join to the 1st sc with a sl st. [Photo 10] 

Total stitch count: 16 bubbles, 64 scs 

         
         Photo 9            Photo 10  

The Forest 
 

9. Round  

→ Take the dark grey yarn. Start with a SS sc in the 1st sc of any 2sc-groups of prev. rnd, make sc in the 2nd sc.  

→ If you are using the same colour, start with ch 1 [does not count as st], sc in next 2 sts.  

 

Ch 2, sk 2, hdc, dc, ch 2, sk 2. [= half of one side made] 
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Corner: make (tr, ch 2, dtr, ch 2, tr) in the same st [that is on top of the berry 

bubble of prev. rnd]. [Photo 11] 

Side: ch 2, sk 2, dc, hdc, ch 2, sk 2, 2 sc, ch 2, sk 3 [these 3 skipped stitches 

should be on both sides and on top of the berry bubble], 2 sc, ch 2, sk 2, hdc, 

dc, ch 2, sk 2. [Photo 12] 

Continue like this: next the corner, then the side, etc. At the end make the other half of the 1st side and 

after ch 2 and sk 3 join to the 1st sc with a sl st. [Photo 13] 

Total stitch count: 8 x 2 scs, 8 hdcs, 8 dcs, 8 trs, 4 dtrs, 28 x ch2-sps 

 

     
                  Photo 11                    Photo 12           Photo 13 

  

10. Round  

→ Take the olive green yarn. Start with a SS dc in the 2nd sc of the 2nd 2sc-group on any side. Ch 2. 

→ If you are using the same colour, move to the 2nd sc with a sl st. Ch 4 (= dc and 2 ch).  

 

In the same stitch, make (tr, ch 2, dc). Ch 2, sl st in the next ch-sp. The 1st crown of the tree is ready.  

*Ch 2, sk hdc, (dc, ch 2, tr, ch 2, dc) in the next dc, ch 2, sl st in the next ch-sp. 

Ch 2, (dc, ch 2, tr, ch 2, dc) in the 1st ch-sp of the corner, ch 2, sl st in dtr. 

Ch 2, (dc, ch 2, tr, ch 2, dc) in the 2nd ch-sp of the corner, ch 2, sl st in the next ch-sp. [Photo 14] 

Ch 2, (dc, ch 2, tr, ch 2, dc) in the next hdc, ch 2, sl st in the next ch-sp. 

Ch 2, (dc, ch 2, tr, ch 2, dc) in the 2nd st of the next 2sc-group, ch 2, sl st in the next ch-sp. 

Ch 2, (dc, ch 2, tr, ch 2, dc) in the 2nd st of the next 2sc-group, ch 2, sl st in the next ch-sp.* 

Repeat *-* 3 more times, omitting the last crown of the tree. 

Ch 2 and join to the 1st dc/ch-sp with a sl st. [Photo 15] 

 

After this round the edges might seem a bit overflowing, but don’t panic, they will smooth out on the 

 next round. 

Total stitch count: 6 x crowns per side, total 24 crowns 
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             Photo 14                 Photo 15 

 

 

 

11. Round On this round you tie the branches together and in order. 

→ Take the forest green yarn. Make a SS BPsc in tr st.  

→ If you are using the same colour, first ch 1 and then BPsc in tr st. 

 

*(ch 1, BPdc2tog as follows: one leg around the next dc, the other in the dc after that, ch 1, BPsc in next tr) 

repeat 2 times, ch 3. [Photo 16] 

 

Make next 3 stitches (BPtr, dtr, BPtr) together in the corner as follows: the first BPtr around the dc before 

the corner, dtr in the sl st in the corner, and the second BPtr around the dc after the corner. [Photo 17]. Ch 

3, BPsc in next tr.  

 

(ch 1, BPdc2tog as follows: one leg around the next dc, the other in the dc after that, ch 1, BPsc in next tr) 

repeat 2 times. Make 3 dc in sl st in the middle of the side [= head of eagle]. [if you want to highlight the 

eagle head, use some of your scrap yarn, for example white yarn for these 3 dcs] [Photo 18] 

BPsc in tr.*  

 

Repeat *-* 3 more times, omitting the last BPsc. Join to the 1st BPsc with a sl st. 

Total stitch count. Side: 6 BPscs, 4 x BPdc2tog, 8 chs, 3 dcs  

Corner: 2 x ch3-sps, 1 x (BPtr, dtr, BPtr) tog -group 
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                  Photo 16                    Photo 17           Photo 18 

The Skyline 
 

12. Round  

→ Take the petrol blue yarn. Make a SS sc in the BPsc after 3 dcs. 

→ If you are using the same colour, ch 1 and sc in the same st. 

 

*hdc in ch-sp, dc in BPdc2tog, 4 tr [= they should fall in following sts: ch, BPsc, ch and BPdc2tog], dc in ch-

sp, hdc in BPsc, (hdc, 3 sc) in ch3-sp. (sc, ch 3, sk 1, sc) in dc-group of the corner [= corner]. (3 sc, hdc) in 

ch3-sp, hdc in BPsc, dc in ch-sp, 4 tr [= they should fall in following sts: BPdc2tog, ch, BPsc and ch], dc in 

BPdc2tog, hdc in ch-sp, sc in BPsc. 

BL sl st in the dcs of the eagle head (= 3 BL sl sts), sc in BPsc. * [Photo 19] 

Repeat *-* 3 more times, omitting the last sc. Join to the 1st sc with a sl st. [Photo 20] 

Total stitch count. Side: 3 sl sts, 8 scs, 6 hdcs, 4 dcs, 8 trs ; Corner: 2 scs, 1 x ch3-sp 

 

                   
                          Photo 19                     Photo 20 

The Eagle 
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13. Round Use 2 colours to make this round: magenta for the eagle and purple for the 

sky in the corner. 

→ Take the magenta yarn.   → In the corner take along the 

purple yarn also. 

Make a SS BPsc in the sc after the dcs of the eagle head. 

→ If you are using the same colour, start with ch 1, BPsc. 

*Continue with making the eagle wing BPhdc, 6 BPdc, 2 BPhdc. [the last BPhdc will fall in the hdc of prev. 

rnd] [Photo 21] 

 

Change yarn to purple. Sc (in the 1st sc of prev. rnd), ch 1, sk 1, sc, ch 1, sk 1. (Sc, ch 3, sc) in the corner ch-

sp. Ch 1, sk 1, sc, ch 1, sk 1, sc. 

 

Change yarn to magenta. 2 BPhdc (note: the first BPhdc should fall in the 1st hdc of prev. rnd) [Photo 22], 6 

BPdc, BPhdc, BPsc. 3 sc in the dcs of rnd 11 (make these scs over the sl sts of prev. rnd [Photo 23]). BPsc. * 

Repeat *-* 3 more times, omitting the last BPsc. Join to the 1st BPsc with a sl st. [Photo 24]  

Total stitch count. Side: 7 scs, 2 BPscs, 6 BPhdcs, 12 BPdcs, 4 chs; Corner: 2 scs, 1 x ch3-sp  

       
              Photo 21  Photo 22  Photo 23          Photo 24 

 

 

The Sky  
 

14. Round → Continue with the purple yarn / the same yarn.  

 

Ch 1 [does not count as st] *2 BPhdc, 6 BPsc, 2 BPhdc. [The 1st BPhdc falls in the 1st st of the wing, the last 

BPhdc falls in the last st of the wing.] [Photo 25] 

(Ch 1, sk 1, dc in the ch of prev. rnd) repeat 2 times, ch 1, sk 1. (Dc, ch 3, dc) in the corner ch3-sp. 

Ch 1, sk 1, dc, ch 1, sk 1, dc, ch 1, sk 1. 

Onto the wing make 2 BPhdc, 6 BPsc, 2 BPhdc. Sk 1 sc, 3 dc in the same sc in the middle, sk 1 sc. * [Photo 

26] 

Repeat *-* 3 more times. Join to the 1st BPhdc with a sl st. [Photo 27] 

Total stitch count: Side: 7 dcs, 8 BPhdcs, 12 BPscs, 6 chs; Corner: 2 dcs, 3 chs 
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           Photo 25    Photo 26   Photo 27 

 

 

15. Round  

→ Take the dark grey yarn and make a SS dc. 

→ If you are using the same colour, start with ch 2 [= first dc].  

 

Make dc in every st and in every ch-sp. Make (2 dc, ch 3, 2 dc) in the corner ch-sp. Continue like this all 

around the square. Join to the 1st dc / 2nd ch with a sl st. 

Total stitch count: Side: 39 dcs; Corner: 3 chs  

 

Finishing 

 Secure all yarn ends properly. Steam the square gently and shape it to the same size as your other Kalevala 

 squares.  
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Your Marjatta square is now ready. Thank you for taking this journey with me!  

I hope that I was able to describe the legend of this less known Kalevala maiden with these stitches. I also hope that 

the life of Marjatta becomes a bit more familiar to you as you crochet this square.  

If you are now inspired by this square and want to crochet more of this exact square, feel free to change colours 

and make other berries instead of lingonberries: blueberries in blue, cloudberries in golden yellow or strawberries 

in red – and make for example a cushion called “Marjatta’s Berry Picnic”, maybe! There are some of my own colour 

experiments on the first page of this pattern, and you can make more of your own by using your imagination – let 

your ideas fly!  

May 2017, Taina Tauschi  

 

Hint: You can share pictures of your Kalevala CAL square on social media with the tag #KalevalaCAL. 


